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BACKGROUND
• Marketing has become social. 
• Consumers interact with each other in online 

groups mediated by social media platforms
We want to explore how consumers engage 

with relations in their online networks 

OUR RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• In which contexts do consumers perceive 

their online relationships to be weaker (i.e., 
perception of social distance) than their 
comparable offline relationships? 

• Whether these perceptions of social distance 
lead consumers to reduce their adherence to 
social norms of fairness and reciprocity?

STUDY DESIGNS
• Participants thought of their relations with 

whom they interacted primarily on Facebook 
(i.e., online) or in-person (i.e., offline).

• They then ranked people in their online and 
offline network.

• For joint evaluation, they wrote the first names 
of both their offline & online relations at ranks 
1, 5, 10 , 20 (where rank 1 was the closest and 
rank 20 was the most distant).

• For separate evaluation, they wrote the first 
names of either their offline or online relations 
at ranks 1, 5, 10 , 20.

• They then participated in social discounting 
or self disclosure activities for these relations.

(Un)fairness to Online Relations
• Considering relations in joint evaluation 

decreases resource sharing in online social 
networks rather than increases resource 
sharing in offline social networks. 

A. Perceived social distance (N=734 P’s)

B. Fairness in resource sharing with relations in social networks (N=734 P’s)

C. Self-disclosure with relations in social networks (N=762 P’s)

Perceived social distance mediates 
resource sharing and disclosure in joint 

evaluation

Joint evaluation lowers resource sharing 
even when we consider a single online 

relation  (N=405 MTurk P’s)

OUR HYPOTHESES
• When consumers think about online relations 

they are unlikely to compare them to offline 
relations (i.e. separate evaluation , SE) unless 
their attention is directed to the comparison 
in joint evaluation (JE). 

• In SE, no differences between online & offline 
relations.

• In JE, consumers feel offline relations are 
closer and adhere more to social norms for 
them.


